
From VAR to MSP
Making the Transition to  
Managed Service Provider

Introduction
The landscape of delivering technology and consuming technology has changed significantly and will continue to do so over the 
next number of years. This transition has happened within many Global Markets but has not yet fully happened within the Irish 
marketplace. Transitioning from one business model to the other poses significant challenges but is essential to the future well-
being of a stable IT Channel within Ireland.

For existing Value-Added Resellers (VARs) there is a great opportunity to transition their business to that of Managed Service 
Provider (MSP) which will enable them to tap into a growing market, build more predictable revenue streams and increase margins. 

This next-generation of MSPs is able to identify and serve specific vertical 
and niche markets and provide services that are differentiated on the basis of 
maturity, flexibility, speed of deployment and rock-solid reliability rather than 
merely cost. Companies are looking to MSPs to provide thought leadership in 
addition to good service, and the trend for deferring to MSPs for guidance is 
increasing. 

This course takes best practice from other market places where VARs have successfully transitioned to MSPs and delivers practical 
training and guidance to support this journey from VAR to MSP in Ireland. 

Delivery: 
The programme will be delivered in five one-day workshops spaced throughout the year in order to enable the businesses involved 
to take on board the learnings of each session and look at the implementation of these within their organisations. The programme 
is a process.

There will be no formal assessment of learning at the end of the course apart from a participant evaluation. 

Learning Outcomes
Over the course of the five workshops, this programme will focus on the following five areas:

1. Change Strategy: Developing your MSP Strategy – it starts here!

2. Package Products: Deciding your MSP Solution Portfolio

3. Financial Solutions: Making the move – traditional licence to MSP

Successful MSPs are those who can offer 
the most flexible solutions to meet the 
needs of their clients.

5-Day Classroom Course 
Dates: Tue 28th May, 25th Jun, 24th Sep,  
 29th Oct and 26th Nov 
Times: 9.30am-4.30pm 

4. Automate Processes: Automation – the new  
 ‘Post Sale’ Solution

5. Find Your Audience: Find your audience,  
 promote brand and engage



Who Should Attend
This course is suitable for the principals of VARs wanting to develop and progress their business by 
upscaling their services and offerings to operate as a Managed Service Provider (MSP). 

The Trainer
The training will be delivered by Renaissance, who have been in the Cyber 
Security and compliance business in Ireland for over 31 years. 

The Renaissance team is the most experienced team in the Irish marketplace 
with wide experience in Ireland and internationally understanding the transition 
of the traditional Computer Reseller channel into an MSP.

The Renaissance team is heavily involved in this transition journey and is 
exceptionally well placed to advise and assist in the development into a 
Managed Service Provider.

What does it cost?
The cost for eligible participants after applying the grant from Skillnet Ireland  
is €595. For participants that are ineligible for grant-aid, the cost is €775. 

Further Information
For further information please email csi@ictskillnet.ie.

Course Content

Technology Ireland Software Skillnet is 
co-funded by Skillnet Ireland and member 
companies. Skillnet Ireland is funded from the 
National Training Fund through the Department 
of Education and Skills.

Change Strategy
Going from VAR to MSP requires setting your goals, 
documenting your strategy and persistence until 
deployed. Ease into the change by offering options and 
new products for your customers with an MSP first 
strategy. Maintain traditional models during transition 
and ensure all staff are on board.

Package Products
One key part of successful MSPs is packaging your 
offers to suit the requirements of the businesses you’re 
serving. Show clearly what it is you are offering and the 
problems it solves. Create standardised, quality solutions 
from internal brand or white label innovative products.

Financial Solutions
Moving from a traditional licence and maintenance 
model to an MSP-based model will mean big changes 
for business cashflows – financial processes/systems 
may need to be changed. Realign sales compensation 
packages to encourage behaviours that support the move 
to MSP.

Automate Processes
Creating manageable customer relationships for your 
business is the new “post-sale” so User Experience is 
key to success. To do this, it is appropriate to automate 
system deployments and support agreements. This 
should be reflected in your SLAs.

Find Your Audience
When everything else has been put in place it’s time to 
market your MSP, focusing on the unique aspects of 
your business and why the target consumers need you. 
Concentrate on what sets you apart from others in the 
industry and highlight that uniqueness.
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